
AAUW Ohio Newsletter Contest Evaluation Criteria 
 

The following questions were designed to aid in the judging of the annual AAUW Ohio 

Newsletter Contest. Branches may use the criteria to design, evaluate and improve upon their 

own publications. 

 

For the contest, three (3) hard copies of the branch’s newsletter are required to be submitted. 

 

Overall 
Is the newsletter purpose and sponsorship immediately clear? 

Is the newsletter appealing and inviting? 

Are the mission, goals, and objectives of the newsletter clear? 

Does this newsletter offer resources not available elsewhere? 

 

Audience 
Who is the intended audience? Does the content match this audience? 

What is the purpose of the newsletter? Does it meet this goal? 

Is the "look and feel" of the newsletter appropriate for the audience and purpose? 

 

Format 
Is the logo or title area attractive and eye-catching? 

Does the standard format provide a "brand" that readers recognize? 

Is information provided about the authors? 

Is content information provided? 

Is there a regular arrangement of columns and articles for quick scanning? 

 

Content 
Do the headlines draw attention and reflect the content of the articles? 

Do the headlines use active verbs to attract readers? 

Does the lead article convey excitement about news? 

Is the content accurate and high quality? 

Is the content objective, opinions identified, and perspectives balanced? 

Are authentic resources used (i.e., reviewed materials, established sources, primary 

materials)? 

Is current, timely, and interesting information provided? 

Is the content presented in an efficient and effective manner? 

Is the breadth of the content effective (i.e., goes beyond basic facts and data)? 

Does the depth of content match the varied audience needs? 

Does the newsletter provide resources that go beyond the ordinary (i.e., unique, local, 

special)? 

Is the content free from spelling, grammatical, and other typographical errors? 

Is the writing clear and appropriate for the developmental and reading level of the audience? 

Does the content convey excitement, passion, and commitment to learning? 



Does the newsletter contain a mix of content formats (i.e., text, graphics, photographs, charts, 

drawings) to address specific needs? 

Is the content logically organized? 

Does it fully report information? 

Is credit given to text and visual sources? 

 

Layout 
Does the newsletter have an effective front page (i.e., attractive, logos, slogan, 

colors/shading)? 

Does the newsletter have a standard, consistent "look and feel" throughout (i.e., standard 

template or standard sections)? 

Is there a standard style used for fonts, typestyles, etc.? 

Does the newsletter make appropriate use of fonts (i.e., font type, style, size, color, ease of 

reading)? 

Is the page layout effective and visually appealing? 

Does the graphic design reflect the purpose of the site (i.e., serious, whimsical, visually 

interesting)? 

Is the design attractive for the intended audience? 

Is there a consistent theme or layout throughout the newsletter? 

Does the graphic design add to (not distract from) the site? 

Are the pages consistent, well-organized and free from clutter? 

Does the layout demonstrate the relative importance of articles through type size, lines, and 

other elements? 

Does the format look like a newsletter rather than a report? 

Does the layout contain adequate white-space? 

If columns are used, are they effective in organizing information? 

Is the organization consistent from one newsletter to the next? 

Are colors, lines, and other visual elements used effectively? 

Do photographs and other graphics elements attract rather than distract from the appearance? 

 

Product 
Is the text clear and easy to read? 

Are the images clear and easy to see? 

Is there enough contrast better paper color and printing for easy reading? 


